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I dont think bootloader installation is for MBR disk, since it would only detect windows, and ask for
password. So I think you need to download Clover bootloader for GPT disk. and use it to install

bootloader on usb disk, like this: For example, if you are using Clover bootloader to install bootloader
on USB disk, then the bootloader on internal disk won't boot. If you want to keep the bootloader on

the original disk, boot the clover bootloader and press 'D' key to open bootloader configuration
dialog box. Open the main bootloader item and set boot mode to BIOS, and then reboot your system.
Clover will also overwrite bootloader if you use it to install bootloader on USB disk, so bootloader on
USB disk can't help you. 1). boot the mac os x installation DVD or installer package. it will bring up a
virtual machine. 2). Install the OS on this virtual machine. 3). Copy the bootloader.efi file from the

DVD or installer to the USB disk. 4). Open BootCamp manager on the target disk, and boot the virtual
machine that runs Lion. 5). select 'Boot Mac OS X' and then select the Lion installer package on the
DVD and click next. 6). Select 'Bootloader' (not sure which one it is, it might be Clover or Chimera),

and then click 'Install'. 7). Install the bootloader on the target disk (not on the virtual machine's
ramdisk). 8). Replace the original bootloader and reboot. It should work now. On a Mac, you would
drag the installer from the installer.app. This wont work from Windows, so we will have to actually
mount the installer on Windows and then manually copy its contents to the drive. Since I am using

the Snow Leopard ISO to run the installer, I will use the Snow Leopard PowerPC DVD ISO (instructions
can be found here), and mount it using PowerPCBoot. For those unfamiliar, PowerPCBoot is a tool

that allows you to boot the ISO from a Mac (in the case of a PowerPC ISO) or Windows (in the case of
an Intel/AMD CPU).
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If you have the ability to download the
Intel iBoot installer, I suggest it. It is
easier to go through than the normal

iBoot and Apple will install the mbr with
their own version of OS X. I have used
this method before. You may need to

install bootloader flags or flags. Currently
there is no way to determine what the

flags are. In the future this will be easy to
do. This is not the case with MBR-based
systems because a computer will either
boot or it won't and if it doesn't then it

will always be safe to assume the config
is messed up. I do advise you to be

careful, because the Tool will not provide
you with a backup of your current

bootloader, that has been backed up
before. This tool will be deleting a

bootloader which has been backed up,
unless you tell it to use a second
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bootloader for recovery (which you can
then back up yourself).The old versions of

Clover kept a backup of the bootloader
and the software on an HDD, but there is

no longer any guarantee that the old
version would work on an updated Clover.
You cannot just add another bootloader to

replace the one that came with macOS,
unless that second bootloader is signed

by Apple as being an EFI bootloader.
Otherwise, the firmware will not allow it. If
you're wanting to make an EFI bootloader
which is not signed, you can use my EFI

shell here, (http://www.macscripter.com/v
iewtopic.php?f=23&t=4140), to create a
"loader.efi" file. The bootloader installer

tool does not allow you to create a
bootable EFI System Partition, although it
will overwrite the current bootloader. If

you're wanting to restore a backup of the
bootloader, you need the Clover software
found on the Apple website. Some other
bootloaders have the ability to do this as
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well. rEFIt can be used to set up a EFI
System Partition, and can then be burned

using the Linux LiveCD's, or other
bootable USB thumbdrive utility. Once
that is set up, it can be reinstalled over
the current bootloader, although it will

need to be reinstalled from the backup, or
it will erase your system. 5ec8ef588b
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